Success Story

Create live videos
for social media
How ENGIE energises
its employer brand

THE CLIENT

A global energy player
ENGIE is a leading global low-carbon
energy and services group.
With 170,000 employees, it is the world's
third largest group in the energy sector,
excluding oil.

THE CHALLENGE

Creating videos during events to develop the
visibility of the employer brand
The ENGIE group organises employer brand events and needs to
post branded videos live on social networks. The objective is to
create engagement with potential talents. Alice, the event project
manager, needed a solution to interview participants on video and
communicate live. She turned to Kannelle.

"It's very interesting to be reactive on social
networks. Kannelle lets me post videos that I've
created in 15 minutes. "

Alice
Project Manager

THE SOLUTION

Kannelle for fast video shooting and editing
During the events she organises or participates in, Alice, project
manager at ENGIE, has to ensure communications on social
networks while the event unfolds.
Before Kannelle, it was impossible for her to post quality video
content in real time because of the post-production stage - this was
done through an external service provider or traditional editing
software.
With Kannelle, Alice can now create dynamic, engaging, and branded
videos directly on her smartphone in 15 minutes. She is then able to
share these videos during the event! As a result, participants can
share them live on their networks and increase their reach.

"During events, I can create videos that are
useful for participants so they can share that
content to their followers. This is what creates
engagement and interest".

Alice
Project Manager

THE EXAMPLE

Videos to promote a student fair
As part of the employer branding strategy, Alice develops close
relationships with universities and attends their events to get in
front of interesting talent pools. To communicate about her
participation, Alice uses Kannelle!
➡ Watch the full story

Engie energizes its employer brand in video with Kannelle

"At a junior business conference, entrepreneurs
were asked to pitch their businesses using the
Kannelle application. This let us post their
videos live on social media. And they were able
to reuse this content in their communications.”
Alice
Project Manager

Kannelle, the video solution for all!
Kannelle is a complete solution dedicated to business video creation.
With the Kannelle app, available on iOS and Android, any employee
can create a professional video in 15 minutes. Its main features are:
●
●
●
●

A library of customisable business video scenarios
Assisted ﬁlming
Automatic edits using the company's visual identity
Automatically generated animations and subtitles

Our solution also includes a web-based platform to manage
users, visual identities and custom scenarios to ensure that
every piece of content is on brand. Finally, Kannelle’s Love
Ofﬁce is there to inspire and support you.
With Kannelle, video is simple and accessible to all, without
speciﬁc skills!
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